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When I was a kid, mom used lots of soap, for my Saturday bath, but also in my mouth 
when I said things like shut up, or stupid, or used racial slurs I learned from other kids. 
  
My mom, and the Bible too, talk about how powerful speech is to do harm or good, to reveal 
what’s in your heart, or on your mind, or what you treasure, or what sort of person you are. 
  
There are also dire warnings about the kind of speech to avoid, such as: using God’s name 
in vain; telling lies; gossiping; ruining someone’s reputation; and having a potty mouth. 
  
Didn’t your mom ever say: if you don’t have nothing nice to say, don’t say anything at all? 
The Tremeloes sang what the Bible, and my mom, taught: silence is golden. 
  
There are also hearty encouragements about the kind of speech to use, like: telling the 
truth; saying please and thank you, I’m sorry and I forgive you; and building others up. 
  
But the most important use of speech is to say daily prayers and offer the sacrifice of praise 
and thanks at Sunday Mass (Eucharist comes from the Greek word for thanks, you know). 
  
Giving praise and thanks to God is what Jesus did, and the Gospel says that when we’re 
fully trained, we’ll be like our teacher. So, that’s what we do too. 
  
That’s why a sign of a vital parish includes providing a place, time, and way for individuals 
and the community to pray, and to worship at Mass, especially on Sunday, but not only. 
  
We pray on weekdays too, like the Rosary, Liturgy of Hours, or Eucharistic Adoration. You 
don’t need a priest’s permission for those, nor do you need to be ordained to lead them. 
  
Lent starts this coming Wednesday. Most of us give up something for lent, only to take it 
back up again on Easter Sunday (if not before); that never made much sense to me. 
  
If you want to give something up, and for good, not just for Lent, give up using God’s name 
in vain, lies, potty mouth, gossip… and carry a sock to stuff in your mouth when tempted. 
  
But take the sock out to use your speech for daily prayers, Sunday Mass, to say please and 
thanks, sorry and I forgive you, or to build others up. 
 


